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Welcome! 
 

This presentation is not and cannot be legal advice, nor does it necessarily 
represent the views of anyone other than the presenter(s). 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introductions: Each presenter introduces her/himself, including affiliation and brief background.OPTIONAL: Have each participant briefly introduce him/herselfMention:NHMA presentations are based on general principles of law, engineering, policy and emergency management.



Agenda 
Alterations to the Hydrologic Cycle 
• Land Use Changes 
• Stream channel and floodplain changes and flooding 
• The importance of reducing runoff volume  
 

Green Infrastructure /Low Impact Development: 
• What it is and examples 
• New Development  
• Redevelopment 
• “Retrofits” 
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Learning Objectives 
 
1. Describe how impervious surfaces alter the Hydrologic 

Cycle 

2. Identify design elements that are considered Low 
Impact Development or Green Infrastructure 
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The Hydrologic Cycle 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’re all familiar with the idea of the “water balance”.  Rain falls, soils and vegetation absorb, blah blah.  Pretty basic
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
But its hard to quantify in our minds what this means and how our landscape changes change the water cycle.Imagine just one acre of forest when it was Penn’s Woods before we build.In this area, that parcel of land that receives about 45” per year of rainfall. (and this doesn’t vary that much along the Piedmont from NY to the Carolinas)Nearly all the rainfall is absorbed by the soil and vegetation, which return about half of that water to the atmosphere via evapotranspiration.Most of the remainder – maybe 12-15” per year, soaks into the soil and makes it way to streams and wetlands, and some goes deeper to supply our groundwater.Only a very small amount “runs off”.



It wants to be a forest – a tree is the best practice 
99% of North America was covered by forest from the 
Atlantic shoreline to the prairies of the Great Plains. 
Today only fragments remain.  

Pre-European settlement Present 

http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov 14 October 2003 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trees intercept rainfall and reduce the energy of rain hitting soil.  Very small storms are intercepted by the leaves and branches – think about standing under a tree or in a forest in the rain.The forest litter acts as a sponge and the roots carry water into the soil.  Recent research has found that trees not only “pump water up” via ET, but when it rains they actively “pump water down” into the lower soils for future use.The Trees grow as nature’s response to the amount of rainfall we receive here.As rainfall levels decline in the Midwest, prairies are the natural landscape, and so on.But whether we are water rich (like here) or water poor, the water balance works much the same way.



It wants to be a forest, but… 
43,480  square miles of blacktop = 

5.5 the size of New Jersey 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
After development, there is virtually no infiltration and nearly all rainfall runs off impervious surfaces.That’s about 3 feet MORE runoff every year!



Where does Urban Runoff go? 
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Into our streams and rivers! 
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How compacted is this soil? 
Common Bulk Density Measurements 

David B. Friedman, District Director  -- Ocean County Soil Conservation District 

Golf Courses, Parks, Athletic Fields 
1.69 to 1.97g/cc 

Undisturbed Lands: 
Forests & Woodlands 

1.03g/cc 

CONCRETE 
2.2g/cc 

Residential 
Neighborhoods 

 1.69 to 1.97g/cc 
 

Bulk Density is defined as the weight of a unit volume of soil including its pore space (g/cc or 
grams/cubic centimeter). Water and air are important components of soil and we must frame 
our soil concepts so that factors affecting water and air dynamics are included. Thus, we are 
primarily interested in bulk density and pore space as they affect water and aeration status, and 
root penetration and development.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Research from New Jersey (Ocean County) as well as other places indices that our “pervious” landscapes are nearly as compacted as pavement!When soil is compacted, water does not drain well and plant roots cannot establish well.NRCS has suggested linking ideal bulk densities to soil texture.Permeability has an inverse relationship to bulk density.Frequent mowing compacts surface soils!



Despite decades of detention basins, we still 
have flooding from development 
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• Stream channel erosion 

releases sediment  
• Pools and riffles are lost 
• Large storms cannot reach 

floodplains 
• Less recharge = less 

baseflow 
• Small streams can go dry 
• La 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
With less recharge, the water table can drop.Small streams can go dry.Outfalls on slopes can create massive dry gullies. At Tyler Arboretum, as the stream channel cut down to handle more runoff volume, it cut below the organic layer.  Water would then “weep” from the wooded soils faster and dry the woodlands out – eroded channels can effect vegetation!



Two Important Observations 

96% of the annual rainfall volume is from storms 3 inches or less 

Frequency: Most of the time, it rains 1 inch or less 

Annual Percentages of Volume from Storms 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s also important to think about how rainfall occurs.Most of the time (nearly 90% of the time), it rains a little bit – less than an inch – and those little rainfalls of less than an inch add up over the year- they make up more than 60% of the 45 inch total rainfall.Storms between 1 and 2 inches make up most of the rest – Close to 90% of the total volume of rainfall (or about 40 out of the 45 inches) is in storms less than 2”.  And what’s interesting is that even though the total amount of rainfall varies from place to place, this pattern of small rainfalls making most of the total is the same everywhere – even LA.  



Creating a Built Environment That Looks Like a 
Forest 

26 in. 
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Evaporation 
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50 in. 
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Section 438 of the Energy Independence and Security Act (Dec 2009) 

Design, construct, and maintain stormwater 
management practices that mimic natural 
hydrology  

OR  
Retain the 95th percentile Rainfall (around 1.7”) 
 

EPA’s Direction for Federal Facilities 

We are seeing 
variations of this 
requirement in MS4 
NPDES permits in 
different states. 
 
Municipal Separate 
Storm Sewer System  
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How we BUILD and how we PLAN 
 
 

 
Low Impact Development (LID) 
or Green Infrastructure (GI) 
 
“Allow natural infiltration to occur as close as possible to 
the original area of rainfall.  By engineering terrain, 
vegetation, and soil features to perform this function, 
costly conveyance systems can be avoided and the 
landscape can retain more of its natural hydrologic 
function.” 

National Association of Home Builders 
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Tools for how we build 
• Green roofs 
• Porous Pavements 
• Rain Gardens and Bioretention 
• Cisterns and Reuse 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
But it's hard to quantify in our minds what this means and how our landscape changes change the water cycle.Imagine just one acre of forest when it was Penn’s Woods before we build.In this area, that parcel of land that receives about 45” per year of rainfall. (and this doesn’t vary that much along the Piedmont from NY to the Carolinas)Nearly all the rainfall is absorbed by the soil and vegetation, which return about half of that water to the atmosphere via evapotranspiration.Most of the remainder – maybe 12-15” per year, soaks into the soil and makes it way to streams and wetlands, and some goes deeper to supply our groundwater.Only a very small amount “runs off”.



New Development: Building Differently   
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New Development: Suburban Commercial Mixed-Use 
 • Pervious asphalt, stormwater infiltration beds, vegetated swales, rain gardens. 
• Protect stream, wetlands, woodlands. 
• Reduce flooding by 33%. 
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New Development:  Residential 
 

• 59 acres 
• 269 homes: 
• 146 Townhouses 
• 96 Quads 
• 17 Singles 
• Sinkholes and limestone 

 Can Water be Managed within the landscape?127 small measures, no detention basins. 
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Each home manages its own runoff 
in a Rain Garden seepage bed, 
located in the right-of-way. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rain gardens
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Southern Chester CountyImpact on Water Runoff
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Rain Gardens/ Bioretention  
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Meadows instead of lawn 
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Green Roof 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shows the full water cycle



Cisterns 
Capture roof runoff for re-use in 
research facility and toilets 
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Wetland Wastewater Treatment 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Is it really working?Before...
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Presentation Notes
After Hurricane Sandy



Retrofitting the Urban Environment 
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Retrofits for Existing Parking Lots and Streets 
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Schools make up 2% of all impervious cover 
in the City, but because they are highly visible 
and associated with  education… they present 
a high priority target for greening.  
 

 
 

Greening Greenfield Elementary School 
Philadelphia, PA 
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West Play Yard: Cross Section at 
Infiltration Swale 

Evapotranspiration 
by plants 

Excess Runoff is 
Infiltrated 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Porous rubber play pad
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before...
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
After... with green spaces



“Triple Bottom Line” Benefits 
• Environmental  
• Social  
• Economic 
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Street 
Runoff 
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Street Runoff into Schoolyard = $$ for Greening Schoolyards 
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Lea School – Captures 2 acres of  
school and street right-of-way  
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Waterview Recreation Center 
Philadelphia, PA 1.Underground infiltration 

beds with porous 
concrete surface 

2.Porous concrete 
pavement 

3.Trees in trenches 
4.Flow-through planter 

boxes 
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         Before 

Waterview Recreation Center 
New Sidewalk that captures street runoff 
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      After 
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Waterview Recreation Center 
Flow-Through Planter Box 
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Bio-retention 

Water from the street enters 
through a trench drain 

Overflow 
water exits 
to an inlet 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
JUST CLICK ONCE!!!!



Passyunk and 63rd 
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Site Analysis 
Existing Conditions 
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Passyunk and 61st 
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Sunoco Refinery 
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Passyunk and 28th 
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Porous Paver Plaza 
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Haddon Township Van Sciver School 

Haddon Township, NJ 

Philadelphia 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Riverkeeper networkImprove water quality and reduce flooding



PROJECT SITE 
xxxx 

Photo Source: Google Maps 

Van Sciver School 

Saddlers Woods 

Project Site 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rain gardens hold water and stop flooding.



STORMWATER FEATURES 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Structured designs are easy to take care of and maintain.



1 

4 

2 

3 

CONSTRUCTION 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Series of rain gardens being constructed.



Redevelopment 
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University of Pennsylvania Shoemaker Green 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This project collected actual data on how well green infrastructure works.



Historic/Existing Site Conditions 

Buried stream now combined 
sewer (easement) 

Aerial courtesy of Google 
To Delaware River 
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Soils Infiltration Testing/Sub-Surface Conditions 

Urban fill 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
30-40ft of urban rubble



Design Plaza over Tennis Courts like “green roof” 

Diagram Courtesy of Andropogon  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
XX gallon cistern collects overflow, which is reused to irrigate system.



Surface and Subsurface Drainage to Cistern 

SmartDrain 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Picture on upper left shows the SmartDrain capillary from the golf industry.



Structural Soils 
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Image Courtesy of Andropogon  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sand-based soils hold water and allow it to go back up.Vegetation is working.



  CITY OF PHILADELPHIA EXPERIENCE  
  University of Pennsylvania Shoemaker Green  
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Presentation Notes
Rain garden



Monitoring Results 

Bioretention/Rain 
Garden 
 
 
Importance of soil 

l  
   

• Water quality improves as it moves through the system 

• No overflows to CSO from 5/24/2013- 6/6/2014 

• Largest Event 3.16 in. 7/7/2013 

• 14 close call overflows (2- irrigation, 12- winter) 

• Tennis Court Storage Bed overflowed 6 times 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
3 years of monitoringNo discharge from siteIf we can get better at quantifying data, it will be a great asset to reduce flooding.



ReUse Challenges and Findings 

• The landscape and soils provide 
tremendous water management:    
3 times more than calculated. 

• Monitoring uncovered irrigation 
operation problems 

• Not used in winter 
• No PWD credit for irrigation 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is one of the concrete pools that was part of the exhibit.



Changing Detention Basins to Retention 
Basins 
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East Whiteland Basin Retrofit     Trout Unlimited 
Improve Water Quality, Reduce Flooding, Reduce Erosion 
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Installation – April 2006 

Volunteers planted 300 live stakes and 200 container grown trees and shrubs. After 
planting the basin was seeded with wet and dry native grass and forb mixes. April 2006 

Modify the outlet – hold small storms (1”) 
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PERENNIAL PLUGS
  

TREE WHIPS SHRUB TUBELINGS 

East Whiteland Basin Retrofit 
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Site Assessment – May 2007 
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Summer 
2010 

Site Assessment – June 2010 
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Provide a simple plan 

East Whiteland Township Stormwater Basin Retrofit, East Whiteland Township, PA 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rs – the proposed sitework includes a number of projects that will affect the land, starting with the widening of Rte 93, which will fill in the borrow pit and create a new landscape edge to the site; the entry road to CVI is another swath, along with the 1-1/2 acre footprint for the maintenance facility, and on to the CVI bldg and parking areas
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Review of Key Learning Objectives 
 
1. Describe how impervious surfaces alter the Hydrologic 

Cycle 

2. Identify design elements that are considered Low 
Impact Development or Green Infrastructure 
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Thank You for Your Participation! 
 

• Questions and/or 
comments 

• Contact information 

Natural Hazard Mitigation 
Association 
P.O. Box 170984 
Boston, MA 02117 
Email: nathazma@gmail.com 
www.nhma.info 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Record on easel pad any recommendations or questions to be addressed outside of the presentation.

mailto:nathazma@gmail.com
http://www.nhma.info/
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